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Enhanced transmission through a subwavelength aperture using metamaterials
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We report an enhanced transmission through a single circular subwavelength aperture that is incorporated with a split ring resonator (SRR) at the microwave regime. Transmission enhancement factors as high as 530 were observed in the experiments when the SRR was located in front of the aperture in order to efficiently couple the electric field component of the incident electromagnetic wave at SRR’s electrical resonance frequency. The experimental results were supported by numerical analyses. The physical origin of the transmission enhancement phenomenon was discussed by examining the induced surface currents on the structures. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3195074]

The interest in transmission through subwavelength apertures has recently rapidly increased.1,2 The topic was addressed during the 1940s, where Bethe3 put forward his theoretical analysis suggesting relatively poor transmission figures at the output side of a subwavelength aperture. The problem remained a major challenge until the pioneering work of Ebbesen et al.4 From that moment on, the main focus has been shifted to elucidate the enhancement mechanism for subwavelength apertures.5 Researchers have set out to identify the role of the surface plasmons and to offer physical explanations for the transmission enhancement phenomenon.6,7 Methods have been sought to effectively guide the incoming electromagnetic (EM) wave into the subwavelength aperture that will in return result in enhanced transmission. A slightly different approach was adapted in a paper by Alu et al.,8 in which a metamaterial cover over the aperture was theoretically shown to produce enhanced directional transmission by minimizing the diffraction losses. On the other hand, split ring resonators (SRRs) had already gained a well-established background in the metamaterial community.9 Innovative models were developed for SRRs that were placed inside a small circular metallic aperture.10 Subsequently, Aydin et al.11 proposed in a rather recent work an alternative method for transmission enhancement by putting a SRR in front of a subwavelength aperture.

We present here a more detailed analysis of the enhanced transmission process by focusing on an electrically coupled SRR that was made to cooperate with a subwavelength aperture. The resonator nature of the SRR was exploited to concentrate the fields in the vicinity of a subwavelength aperture to facilitate considerable improvement in the transmission factors at microwave frequencies. Besides, the dependence of the resonance frequency of the SRRs on the enhanced transmission was studied by employing three different SRRs in the simulations and experiments. Induced surface currents were calculated in order to discuss the enhancement mechanism. The transmission improvement figures were obtained as a function of various aperture radii.

Three distinct SRR designs with the labeled dimensions, which are shown in Fig. 1(a), were used. SRRs are deposited on a dielectric printed circuit board (PCB) with a thickness of 1.6 mm and a dielectric constant of ε=3.85. The deposited copper thickness is 30 μm. Samples A, B, and C have split widths of wS=0.2 mm, wP=0.4 mm, and wP=0.6 mm. A closed ring resonator (CRR) was obtained by shortening the split of sample A. Each one of the CRR and SRRs possesses

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The SRR configuration and the labeled SRR design dimensions: split width (w), the distance between the inner and outer rings (r=0.2 mm), the metal width (t=0.9 mm), and the outer radius (r=3.6 mm). (b) The experimental setup: SRR is attached to the aperture with a diameter of 2R. SRR is shifted by an amount of R (in the −z direction) with respect to the aperture. (c) Measured transmission results for sample SRR A (solid black line), B (solid red line), C (solid green line), and the CRR (dashed blue line).
a supporting PCB of \(8 \times 8\) mm\(^2\). An aperture with a radius of \(R=4\) mm was prepared by etching the copper on a single side copper-coated separate PCB [Fig. 1(b)]. The metal side of the resonators was affixed to the metal side of the PCB. There was a separation distance of approximately 0.1 mm between the two metal faces. Conventional waveguide antennas were connected to the Agilent N5230A network analyzer to collect the transmission results. The transmission characteristics of the SRR samples are depicted in Fig. 1. The incident beam had an electric field component along the \(y\) axis [see Fig. 1(b) for directions]. The electrical resonance of the single SRRs was observed when the SRR plane was perpendicular to the propagation of the incident beam. The electrical resonance frequencies of samples A, B, and C were found at 3.63, 3.81, and 3.92 GHz, respectively.

Then, the transmission spectrum was acquired for the aperture [black line in Fig. 2(a)]. Since the aperture is too small in comparison to the wavelength of operation, we witnessed low transmission figures. However, a peak in the transmission spectrum around 3.7 GHz was spotted once sample A was placed in the near field of the aperture [solid green line in Fig. 2(a)]. The experiment was repeated by replacing sample A with the CRR. CST Microwave Studio was used in order to realize the same configurations in the simulation environment. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2(b), which show the good agreement between the simulation and experimental outcomes. Figure 2 points out that the increase in the transmission figures was caused by effectively coupling the electric field component of the incoming field to the SRR structure. Sample A, which already had an electrical resonance around 3.63 GHz, triggered an enhanced transmission at 3.7 GHz. The absence of an electrical resonance for the CRR configuration prevented an extraordinary transmission within the same frequency band. Figure 3 exhibits the experimental and simulation based enhancement factors in linear scale when the same procedures were followed for samples B and C. The transmission peaks occurred at 3.7 (sample A), 3.89 (sample B), and 4.01 GHz (sample C), which coincide well with the electrical resonances of the SRRs. Moreover, the measurements with the SRR-attached aperture yielded remarkable transmission improvement factors as high as 530, 288, and 232 for samples A, B, and C, respectively. Originally, the losses were not added to the calculations. The losses dropped the numerically computed enhancement factor to 540 from 856 for sample A [see Fig. 3(b)] while broadening the enhancement peak when the metals are modeled with copper and the dielectrics with a loss tangent of \(\delta=0.01\). The precise location of the SRR with respect to the aperture severely influences the transmission enhancement frequency. The enhancement turned out to be located at 3.59 and 3.75 GHz when sample A is misaligned by 0.3 and \(-0.1\) mm, respectively, from the origin of the aperture along the \(z\) axis [solid gray and light gray lines in Fig. 3(b)].

The effect of the aperture radius on the enhancement factors was considered in Fig. 4. As the aperture radius ranged from 2.4 to 7 mm, the simulation results showed that the transmission enhancement frequencies were also altered.

**FIG. 2.** (Color online) (a) Experimental and (b) simulation results of the transmission spectra: aperture only (solid black line), aperture with CRR (solid red line), and aperture with sample SRR A (solid green line).

**FIG. 3.** (Color online) (a) Experimental and (b) numerical analysis of the enhancement figures for three different samples. Sample SRR A (solid black line), B (solid red line), and C (solid green line). Sample SRR A with the losses (solid blue line). Sample SRR A is shifted \(-0.1\) mm (solid light gray line) and 0.4 mm (solid gray line) in the \(z\) direction with respect to origin of the aperture. The losses are also taken into account during the shifting procedure.

**FIG. 4.** (Color online) STE factor for various aperture radii, in the range of 2.4–7 mm. Numerical results (black dots), experimental results (blue triangles), and a polynomial fit curve for the numerical results (solid red curve). Inset: Calculated transmission enhancement frequencies corresponding to different aperture sizes.
although the same SRR (sample A) and was employed throughout the entire analyses (see Fig. 4 inset). The EM response of the combined system, the aperture together with the SRR, had to be taken into account. The subwavelength transmission enhancement (STE) factor is defined as the multiplication of the transmission enhancement factors with the \((R/\lambda)\) values for different aperture radii \(\lambda\) is the operational wavelength. The STE factor helps us to make a fair comparison to determine the optimal aperture geometry for the current investigation. Figure 4 reveals that the optimum aperture radius for this scheme is approximately 4.8 mm, which corresponds to 1/18 of the operational wavelength.

Inspection of the induced surface currents provides physical insight. Figure 5 shows the induced surface currents on the aperture, (b) aperture with CRR, and (c) aperture with sample SRR A. The region around the aperture is magnified for each case for clarification.

In conclusion, we studied the extraordinary transmission by utilizing an electrically coupled SRR in the near field of a subwavelength aperture. The measurements and simulations demonstrated that a transmission enhancement figure of 530 could be achieved. This is a noteworthy accomplishment for an aperture with a radius of 1/20 of the wavelength of operation when compared with previous experiments. Furthermore, we verified that the observed transmission enhancement effect is indeed due to the resonance behavior of the subwavelength resonant element by carrying out systematic experiments and numerical calculations.
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